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ABSTRACT

where value breaches from the involved parties resulted in huge
financial losses and the credibility of the concerned governments
to deliver reliable systems for public use [9, 31]. Despite the availability of several Software Engineering codes of ethics [19, 20, 30]
urging technologist to address societal values in technology creation, violations of values persist in various software domains such
as Robotics, Machine Learning and AI [6], Software Design [35],
Internet of Things, and eHealth solutions [2, 33, 34]. The perceived
omissions of certain stakeholder values by the implementers as a
result, has created an atmosphere of distrust which often leads to
reluctance of end-users to adopt technological solutions.
The discipline of design can induce social change and has placed
designers in a position to project ethical and meaningful change
[35]. Designers are thus, entrusted with immense power as well
as ethical and moral responsibility [4]. However, we are far from
understanding the specifics of how designers’ power and responsibility is enacted during the process of designing a software.
Design Patterns, as templates of captured experiential wisdom,
provide empirically proven solutions to address recurring design
problems [36]. Although design patterns do not deal with values
explicitly, they can be used in combination with best practices from
participatory design to incorporate relevant human values into technology [11]. The interrelation of technical design and social values
is well understood and reported [5, 14, 15]. Design patterns are
applied to implement technical design decisions at key junctures of
software development which makes them instrumental for injecting
social values into software. We posit that value breaches are often
caused by not considering social values during software design e.g.
adopting certain design patterns that either lack the desired values
or are misaligned with them. To mitigate value breaches and their
unintended yet adverse impacts on the society, we propose to take
social values into account explicitly during design by embedding
these values into design patterns, i.e. to valuefy design patterns.
To this end we propose a framework referred to as the ValueDesign Hub (VDH), which allows for valuefication of software design patterns. VDH is aimed at bringing out value propositions implicit in design patterns and facilitating their specification through
stakeholder collaboration. Furthermore, using VDH, the collaborative selection and adoption of the valuefied design patterns during
design and development will allow for a more consistent application of social values in software technologies. For valuefication of
software design patterns this research specifically aims to:
(A1) Specify the value implications of the existing design patterns
and the dependencies/conflicts among them;
(A2) Extend the existing design patterns or develop new patterns
to account for social values;
(A3) Develop Guidelines, Indicators, Tools, and Techniques (GITTs)
for value-conscious adoption of design patterns.

Software Design Patterns (SDPs) are core solutions to the recurring
problems in software. However, adopting SDPs without taking into
account their value implications may result in breach of social values and ultimately lead to user dissatisfaction, lack of adoption, and
financial loss. An example is the airline system that overcharged
people who were trying to escape from the Hurricane Irma. Although not intentional, overlsight of social values in the design of
the airline system resulted in significant customer dissatisfaction
and loss of trust. To mitigate such value breaches in software design
we propose taking social values into account in SDPs explicitly. To
achieve this, we outline a collaborative framework that allows for
(i) specifying the value implications of SDPs, (ii) developing or extending SDPs for integrating social values, (iii) providing guidance
on the value-conscious adoption of design patterns, (iv) collecting and analyzing insights from collaborators, (v) maintaining an
up-to-date library of the valufied design patterns, and (vi) incorporating lessons learned from the real-world adoption of the valuefied
design patterns into the proposed framework for its continuous
improvement in integrating social values into software.
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INTRODUCTION

Software embodies social values that are intricately intertwined, but
remain masked from the common view. The far reaching economic,
political, and social impact of software has long been recognized in
a variety of disciplines including social sciences, engineering and
health informatics [16, 23, 32]. As software gets woven deeper into
the very fabric of modern societies making them increasingly dependent on large and complex software systems, designing software
for societal values has become increasingly important [33]. However, value breaches in software continue to make the headlines
for example the societal impact of Volkswagon fuel emission fiasco
[1] and its resulting impact on the company's financial position
and reputation. Similarly the debacles of Novopay and Queensland payroll systems in New Zealand and Australia respectively,
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Valuefication of the design patterns needs to be conducted in
close participation with entities involved in the design and use of
software. Such valuefication must be carried out based on the insights from stakeholders such as users, software design experts, and
social scientists. Similarly, it is important to monitor the adoption of
the valuefied design patterns in software projects and incorporate
feedback into the those patterns as well as the GITTs developed
for the effective adoption of the valuefied patterns. This can be
achieved through:

designer to specify the cross-cutting design in one place and a
compiler automatically distributes the concern across the entire
application. MATA tool [38] was the first to provide a formal underpinning for handling cross-cutting concerns during software design;
designers could specify design concerns as UML 'fragments' and
a graph-theoretic transformation engine then 'weaved' these fragments into the main design. MATA also provided static analysis
techniques to automatically detect conflicts between fragments –
this is important because cross-cutting concerns typically conflict
with each other (for example, the introduction of security mechanisms will usually lead to a downgrade in performance).
Whilst the software engineering community has focused heavily
on safety, security and other critical NFRs in recent years, there
has been comparatively little focus on broader social values – such
as inclusion, integrity, well-being, transparency, to name a few
[22]. Yet, it has been shown that a lack of consideration of social
values in software systems can lead to the same consequences as
a major security breach. In the case of the Volkswagen emissions
scandal, software was deliberately designed in contradiction to the
company's corporate values of “for responsible thinking”, a decision
that led to the resignation of the CEO, a 30% drop in VW's stock
price and 25% drop in sales within a year. This brutal economic
impact, felt more broadly across the entire automotive industry, was
a direct result of a misalignment of the company's stated corporate
values and the realization of its values in its software systems. This
is not, however, an isolated example of where software inherently
embodies values misaligned with those values which are claimed.
Galhotra et al. [18] cite many examples of 'biased 'software systems, which act in a way different to the values intended by its
designers; supply and demand software pricing systems that unexpectedly led to price gouging on airline tickets for those trying to
evacuate from Hurricane Irma – as the New York Times reported
at the time, “There are no ethics valves built into the system that
prevent an airline from overcharging during a hurricane.”
In short, whether deliberately or unintentionally, there are now
countless examples of where software has not been designed with
social values in mind and, because of this, billions of dollars are
routinely wiped off company market capitalizations or passed on
to the consumer in terms of price hikes. This is in addition to the
less tangible social impacts of such breaches. We argue that there is
currently no software development methodology that can be used to
properly align stated social values (as stated by an organization) and
the implicit values that a software system embodies. Although there
are existing guidelines for considering certain aspects of values and
ethics (e.g., ACM code of ethics), current software methods do not
provide a systematic way of specifying, designing and monitoring
these values throughout a software development process.

(A4) Gathering and analyzing insights on the value aspects of the
design patterns.
(A5) Collecting and analyzing feedback on the adoption of the
valuefied design patterns.
(A6) Maintaining an up-to-date list of the value breaches, valuefied design patterns, and GITTs.
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BACKGROUND

Decades of software engineering research has led to a range of
effective and successful software development methods. The history
is such that early methods of Software Engineering focused on how
to get the functionality correct, and subsequent methods focused on
non-functional requirements (NFRs) such as performance, safety
and security [3]. In the case of NFRs software methods evolved
towards a recognition that each NFR needs to be explicitly managed
as early in the software development lifecycle as possible, rather
than being considered an afterthought. In the case of security, this
mitigated the negative economic impact of security breaches in
software systems [7]. Some of the noteworthy approaches to embed
values in software design are Values Sensitive and Value Centered
Design [10, 17], Participatory [28] and Values-Led participatory
Design [21]. These approaches however, lack systemic thinking [12]
and remain restricted to early stages of development. Despite the
availability of several Software Engineering codes of ethics [19, 20,
30] and recent initiatives such as TechEthics conference [8] urging
technologist to prioritize and adhere to relevant social values in
technology creation, violations of values persist in various software
domains such as Robotics, Machine Learning and AI [6], Software
Design [35] and nanotechnologies [34].
In software engineering, a cross-cutting concern is a feature
that cannot easily be isolated to a single module, but rather affects
the entire application. Typical examples are logging and security.
Social values are in fact good examples of cross-cutting concerns.
When designing a workplace HR system to be sensitive to gender
equality, for example, the designer will not be able to easily isolate
all gender equality issues in one place, as gender considerations
will be found in leave request modules, promotion modules, flexible
working practice monitoring modules, etc. It is, however, important
to have an overall view on the social value of gender equality;
otherwise, some modules may not handle the value properly. This
is where design methods for cross-cutting concerns, such as MATA
(Modeling Aspects Using a Transformation Approach) [38], can
help, as they allow the designer to switch easily back and forth
between a value-summary view and a module-specific view.
Traditional 3GL programming languages were not able to isolate
such cross-cutting examples in one place; this led to the development of aspect-oriented languages, such as AspectJ, that allow the
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THE VALUE-DESIGN HUB

To achieve aims (A1)-(A6) described in Section 1, we outline a semiformal framework, referred to as Value-Design Hub (VDH), that
lays a solid foundation for collaborative valuefication of design
patterns. The framework will be developed in participation with
software designers, users, and social scientists. VDH comprises of
six components as depicted in Figure 1, where each component
(C1)-(C6) corresponds to its respective aim in (A1)-(A6) :
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provide insights on the valuefication process. Valufication may be
carried out in three different ways depending on the input/insights
collected from collaborators. One is to classify an existing design
pattern by specifying the value implications of the pattern on software. This can be achived using the Classifier component of VDH.
Another way to valuefy design patterns is to extend an existing
pattern or develop a new pattern using VDH Pattern Maker. Finally,
the valuefication of design patterns can be assisted by providing
guidance on the adoption of the valuefied design patterns, which
is supported by VDH Guide. Figure 2 gives the use case diagram
of VDH, where the main functionalities of VDH, corresponding to
the VDH components, and their association with different types
of collaborators are demonstrated. The VDH admin in Figure 2
specifies human actors that are responsible for the integrity of the
process of collecting insights from collaborators as well as updating the pattern library. Pattern library of VDH includes the list of
described design patterns including the the valuefied patterns and
their meta-data. The main functionalities of VDH are described in
the following subsections.

(C1) VDH Classifier: includes a set of Guidelines, Indicators, Tools,
and Techniques (GITTs) for the classification of the existing
design patterns by specifying their value implications on
software;
(C2) VDH Pattern Maker: includes a set of GITTs for extending
and/or developing a set of design patterns that explicitly take
into account social values;
(C3) VDH Guide: provides a set of GITTs that facilitate the adoption of the valuefied design patterns in software projects;
(C4) VDH Connector: includes a set of GITTs for gathering and
analyzing the insights on the value aspects of the design
patterns;
(C5) VDH Monitor: includes a set of GITTs for monitoring, collecting, and analyzing feedback on the adoption of the valuefied
design patterns;
(C6) VDH Maintainer: keeps track of different variations of the
valufied design patterns as well as GITTs provided by (C1)(C5). VDH Maintainer further allows for updating design
pattern and the GITTs provided by VDH Guide.
Components (C1)-(C3) are directly concerned with the valuefication of the design patterns while (C4) provides input to (C1)-(C3).
Also (C5) enables monitoring the feedback on the adoption of the
valuefied patterns. In other words, VDH Monitor helps enhance
the effectiveness of VDH Classifier, VDH Pattern Maker, and VDH
Guide by incorporating the feedback from collaborators. Moreover, (C6) maintains the valuefied design patterns as well as the
GITTs provided by (C1)-(C5). The proposed VDH framework and its
main components will be validated by studying real-world software
projects.

3.1

Collecting Insights from Collaborators

VDH connector collects and manages three different types of inputs/insights that can be provided by software users and experts,
i.e. collaborators, to be used as the input for the valuefication process (Figure 3). The first type of the inputs/insights includes design
practices that are not included in the established design patterns,
yet they can be used to account for social values in software. Such
practices can be identified, for instance, by studying the design
practices that have resulted in a significant improvement in social
aspects of real-world software. These practices are used to extend
and/or develop design patterns that assist integrating social values
into software. Moreover, the existing design patterns may positively
or negatively influence social values in software products. In this
regard, studying the value-related impacts of adopting different
design patterns will help provide guidance on the value-conscious
adoption of those patterns in software projects. The second type of
the inputs/insights for VDH hence are required to help specify the
value implications of the existing design patterns. Finally, the third
type of the inputs/insights contains the knowledge on the effective
use of the valuefied design patterns. This knowledge comes from
the collaborators and will be made available to the designers in
terms of Guidelines, Indicators, Tools, and Techniques (GITTs) that
assist a value-conscious adoption of design patterns. To create an
initial set of GITTs for VDH Connector, we are currently studying,
in collaboration with social scientists and software practitioners,
the implicit and embedded social values in existing software design patterns. We are further carrying out industrial studies to
investigate the effectiveness of the existing design techniques in
value-conscious software design.

Figure 1: The Value-Design Hub and its Components.

Figure 1 demonstrates the major components of VDH at the
highest level of abstraction. These components will be developed
as the main outcomes of the research to integrate social values into
software design in a collaborative manner. The main collaborators
of VDH are users as well as the experts in software design and
social sciences. They will collaborate over valuefication of the design patterns as depicted in Figure 2. The collaborates moreover,

3.2

Classification of the Design Patterns

The design patterns used in software projects convey different values, which may or may not be aligned with the values of the society
for which that software product is designed. In other words, design patterns may have value implications, which in many cases
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Figure 2: The use case diagram of the Value-Design Hub.

social values or developing new design patterns that integrate social
values into software. In either case, design practices, which may not
belong to the existing design patterns, but they properly address
social aspects of software, can be described as valuefied design
patterns and made available to software practitioners. To assist
this, a semi-formal description language will be devised for the
extension or creation of the design patterns. Such language will
further enable semi-automated analysis of the design patterns. We
are currently studying best practices in real-world software that
assist value-conscious design of software products. Those practices
will be used to propose an initial set of the extended or developed
design patterns that integrate social values into software.

are not explicitly stated in the description of those patterns. One
of the main aims of this research is to develop VDH Classifier to
help investigate the value implications of the existing software
design patterns based on the insights gathered through collaborating with the designers and users of software products as well as
the experts in social sciences. This further helps understand and
classify anti-patterns that are mainly unintended and caused by the
indirect consequences of using certain design patterns, applying
them in a wrong context, or using them for a wrong audience (individuals/society). Classified design patterns can be semi-formally
described to enable automated analysis of those patterns. Moreover,
graph-based techniques can be explored to enable analysis of relations and conflict among the value aspects of the design patterns.
To build a foundation for VDH Classifier, we are currently studding
the value implications of the existing software design patterns and
anti-patterns in software projects. Our studies are designed in collaboration with social scientists and software practitioners from
different areas including digital health and financial sector.

3.3

3.4

Providing Guidance on the Adoption

The usage of the design patterns includes selection and adoption
of those patterns. Selection of the design patters is non-trivial
due to the value dependencies [25–27] among different design patterns. In other words, a design pattern may help integrate a certain
type of value into software while causing a breach in other value
types. Moreover, the effectiveness of a valuefied design pattern may
change in the presence or absence of other design pattens. These
factors make selection of the design patterns a complex task, which

Extending or Developing Patterns

VDH Pattern Maker is aimed to valuefy design patterns by either
extending the existing patterns in a way that they account for
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Figure 3: Process Flow in Value-Design Hub.

requires analyzing the positive and negative dependencies among
the value implications of design patterns. To assist this, we develop
a decision support system, which allows for analyzing the impacts
of different design patterns on the values the society in which a
software product is intended to be used. Moreover, the gap between
the design and implementation has always been a major challenge
in software development [29], which also affects the adoption of
design patterns. To mitigate this we develop a set of GITT that
facilitate a proper adoption of the design patterns.

3.5

helps iteratively enhance the effectiveness of VDH in integrating social values into software design. In this regard, establishing a social
monitoring system for incorporating real-time social media data
will help power VDH Monitor. VDH will also include techniques
for identifying value breaches in software design patterns and/or
the use of those patterns by monitoring users behavior such as
their usage pattern, facial expressions, and several other indicators,
which can be monitored using machine learning.

3.6

Monitoring the Adoption of the Patterns

Maintaining the Valuefied Patterns

Maintaining an up-to-date library of the valuefied design patterns
helps designer to systematically get access to the best practices that
assist a value-conscious software design and avoid using patterns
that may result in breaching social values in software. Moreover,
keeping a list of the value breaches will assist software designers
in devising patterns that mitigate such breaches in software. The
necessity of this has been observed by the projects such as NVD
(National Vulnerability Database) [39] in which security aspects
are taken into account. VDH on the other hand, keeps record of the

Valuefication of software design patterns in VDH will be achieved
by VDH Classifier, VDH Pattern Maker, and VDH Guide. VDH Connector connects the users, software designers, and social scientists
to collaboratively valuefy design patterns. Feedback on real-world
adoption of the valuefied design patterns and the GITTs provided
by VDH framework is also very important. Collecting such feedback, analyzing them, and incorporating them into VDH is essential
to the collaborative and evolutionary nature of the framework. This
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design patterns and value breaches concerning several aspects of
social values including security, conformity, tradition, benevolence,
self direction, and so on. Hence, one of the main outcomes of VDH
as depicted in Figure 3 is a library of the valuefied design patterns,
which includes a list of semi-formally described design patterns
and their corresponding met-data. Moreover, VDH components
include/provide different GITTs for the integration of social values
into software design. Such GITTs are subject to frequent changes
based on the insights/feedback provided by the users as well as the
experts in software design and social sciences. The VDH framework
further provides knowledge sharing mechanisms such as forums
and wikis to enable collaborations among software users, designers,
and social scientists on the integration of social values into software.
For such wide scale collaborations, among VDH components as
well as the users and experts, effective techniques are required
to facilitate maintaining an up-to-date list of the design patterns,
GITTs, and all the data gathered from collaborates. This will be
managed by VDH Monitor. Finally, VDH Monitor can customize the
GITTs depending on the values of the society for which a software
product is designed.

of an up-to-date library of the semi-formally described valuiefied
design patterns with their corresponding meta-data. It is worth
mentioning that a valuefied design pattern may, simultaneously,
belong to different classes of values. For instance, a UIDP classified as Individualist may also emphasize on Femininity by using
features that promote modesty, tenderness, and a concern with
both quality of life and material success [24]. Information that help
valuefy UIDPs may come from users, designers, or social scientists
that examine the websites/applications with respect to their value
implications. This is facilitated by the Connector component of
VDH. In the case of the national park example, examiners of the
websites observed features that finally classified them as Individualist or Collectivist. Now the question is do users of the website
feel the same way? this is specially important when the website
is intended to be Individualist or Collectivist. To find this out, the
Monitor component of VDH helps receive feedback on the effectiveness of the valuefied design patterns in embedding the intended
social values into software. Such feedback can be used to further
improve the effectiveness of the valuefication in VDH.

4
3.7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we discussed the adverse impacts of breaching social
values in software design. We further elaborated and provided examples, such as the Hurricane Irma, on how ignoring social values
may result in breaching social values and ultimately lead to user
dissatisfaction, lack of proper adoption, financial loss, and other
social implications. To mitigate the adverse impacts of breaching
social values in software, this paper proposed a framework for collaborative integration of social values into software design patterns.
Through collaborations with users, designers, and social scientists,
the proposed framework, referred to as value-design hub (VDH),
allows for (i) specifying the value implications of the design patterns, (ii) extending or developing design patterns that specifically
account for social values, (iii) providing guidance on the adoption
of the design patterns with respect to social values, (iv) collecting
and analyzing insights from collaborates, (v) maintaining an upto-date library of the valuefied design patterns, and (vi) collecting
collaborators’ feedback and incorporating those feedback into the
framework.

A Valuefication Example

User interface design patterns (UIDPs) as a subcategory of SDPs
are widely used in software projects [24, 37]. Social values however,
may impact the design of the user interface of an application or
website [37]. These values manifest themselves in terms of choices
of symbols, heroes/heroines, and rituals, which vary across different cultures. To reduce the risk of rejecting software thus, it is
important to account for the values of the target society in UIDPs.
One of the interesting examples of how value differences impact
the design of software user interfaces is discussed by Marcus et
al. [24]. In their work Marcus et al., highlighted the differences
between the Individualism in Western societies (specifically USA)
and Collectivism in the Costa Rican culture. The authors observed
certain features in the user interface design of the websites of two
different national parks, one from the USA and the other from
Costa Rica, manifesting this cultural difference. Marcus et al. [24]
explained that the emphasis in the US website was more on the
aims of the visitor and possible actions in coming to the park. The
Costa Rican website on the other hand, featured an emphasis on
the nature, downplayed the individual tourist, and used a slogan
to promote a national agenda. An even more startling difference
was that instead of a typical Western display of consuming new
technologies or experiences, the website was filled with several political announcement that the Costa Rican government has signed
an international agreement against the exploitation of children and
adolescents.
One way to valuefy design patterns in VDH is to classify those
patterns based on their value implication. In the case of the national
park example, the UIDP used for designing the website of the US
national park can be classified by the Classifier component of VDH
as Individualist, whereas the UIDP used for the Costa Rican website
can be classified as Collectivist. This helps designers of new websites
to choose a user interface design pattern[37] that suits the value of
their end user whether that is to be more Individualist or Collectivist.
To facilitate this, the Maintainer component of VDH keeps record
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